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ICF ACHIEVES BEST-EVER PRODUCTION 

 

 

 ICF during the production year of 2015-16, has not only achieved but also 

surpassed the prescribed target of 1839 coaches and produced a record out turn 

of 2005 coaches of 54 variants. This is the highest ever production in the history 

of ICF and the production for the year 2015-16 is an increase of 17.66% over the 

previous year. 

 

1. ICF broke the records by turning out 2005 coaches with whooping margin of 

301 more coaches than previous production year, in spite of installed capacity 

of 1700  coaches and also this out turn is more than combined out turn of all 

remaining coach production units. 

 

2. Out of 2005 coaches, 706 are Stainless Steel Coaches with codal life of 35 years 

against the 25 years of ICF conventional coaches. The stainless steel constitutes 

the 35% of total out turn and it shows ICF preparedness for complete switch 

over to Stainless Steel manufacturing. 

 

3. ICF once again proved the versatility by manufacturing 588 self propelled 

coaches of various types which is 25% of the total out turn.  

 

4. ICF turned out 230 LHB coaches which is 250% more than previous production 

year, even though LHB shed was commissioned only in July, 2015. 

 

5. ICF has tuned out 45 LHB power cars which were badly needed by Indian 

Railways as many LHB coaches turned out by RCF in earlier years were stabled 

on account of non-availability of matching number of LHB power cars. ICF rose 

to Railway Board’s demand and supplied LHB power cars well in time. 

 

6. ICF is the first production unit in this country certified for ISO-50000 standard. 

 

7. ICF was awarded “IGBC Green Existing Building Platinum Shield” in November, 

2015 for the Administrative Building from Indian Green Building Council (IGBC). 
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ICF got 93 performance points against the maximum of 100 which is the highest 

rating for any building in this category in India. 

 

8. ICF has won the second prize in National Energy Conservation Award under 

“Workshop Category’ for the year 2015. This has been achieved in continuation 

of the two first prizes won during the previous two years, 2013 and 2014. 

 

9. ICF received the “5 Star Rating” from the Bureau of Energy Efficiency for the 

best Energy Performance Index of ICF Administrative Building. 

 

Shri Ashok K. Agarwal, General Manager/ICF has congratulated the Officers, 

Supervisors and employees for this remarkable performance and distributed 

sweets to all the employees. 
  

 
      

  -SD-   

     (K.N.Babu) 

                     Secretary to GM  

 

 

     
PS: Follow us on www. Facebook-Integral Coach Factory Ministry of Railways - India.com 

 Contact Nos. SPI - 805 6050 267, 9962604858 


